Grouping by Visual Appearance of Construction and Demolition Waste for Sorting Time Reduction with the Aim of Removing Asbestos-Containing Materials
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Abstract
Asbestos-containing waste from building demolitions has to undergo special treatment prior to recycling or final disposal. The demolition of buildings and the sorting of waste materials are conducted after checking for asbestos content in the construction materials (according to ISO, EPA or JIS). However, as solid waste is usually a mixture, it is possible that asbestos-containing material (ACM) is present in construction and demolition waste (CDW) that is transported to an intermediate treatment facility for CDW. In addition, the presence of ACM in disaster waste cannot be avoided. Therefore, a rapid method for the determination of asbestos at an intermediate treatment facility for CDW is required. In this study, the separation efficiency and the sorting time of CDW particles by grouping by visual appearance (GVA) were determined. In the case that the separation efficiency by GVA in this study was equivalent to that by visual observation with a loupe (DVL) in a previous study, the reduction of sorting time by GVA was evaluated. Newton’s separation efficiency by GVA and recovery rate were equivalent to that by DVL for 5.1 cm² observation. In this case, the sorting time by GVA was 1/7 of that by DVL. Therefore, sorting time could be shortened by GVA under the condition of equivalent separation efficiency. In order to reduce the sorting time per worker to less than 1 h/t, only CDWPWs having particle size larger than 12 cm for GVA or 20 cm for DVL for 5.1 cm² observation should be subjected to sorting. Aiming to avoid diffusion of asbestos-containing waste, the authors suggest that grouping by visual appearance as a primary sorting step is effective to reduce sorting time of CDW from disaster waste or unknown origin.
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Introduction
Material containing >0.1 w% [1,2] or >1 w% [3] asbestos is regarded as asbestos-containing material (ACM), and solid waste containing >0.1 w% or >1 w% asbestos is regarded as asbestos-containing waste. As asbestos-containing waste from building demolitions has to undergo special treatment prior to recycling or final disposal, the demolition of buildings and the sorting of waste materials are conducted after checking for asbestos content in the construction materials (according to ISO, EPA or JIS). However, as solid waste is usually a mixture, it is possible that ACM is present in construction and demolition waste (CDW) that is transported to an intermediate treatment facility for CDW. In addition, the presence of ACM in disaster waste cannot be avoided. Therefore, a rapid method for the determination of asbestos at an intermediate treatment facility for CDW is required.

As a long time is required to identify asbestos fiber by conventional laboratory methods, such as those adopted by ISO, those methods are unsuitable for intermediate treatment facilities for CDW. On the other hand, Saitama Prefecture has developed a rapid method for asbestos fiber determination, which involves visual observation [4]. However, the determination accuracy and time are unknown.

The main topics of previous studies on waste materials and asbestos included asbestos content in waste sludge [5], particle emission from solid waste [6], and detoxification of asbestos in solid waste [7-12]. As far as we know, there are few or no studies on the sorting of ACMs and non-asbestos-containing materials (non-ACMs). To realize sorting, it is necessary to understand the physical and chemical properties of waste (e.g., density or electromagnetic property) and to determine whether the waste contains asbestos. The purpose of studies on the identification of asbestos [13-16] is to develop an accurate method for asbestos analysis. Bassani et al. [17] reported the use of remote sensing to detect asbestos in roofing sheets, which enabled scanning of ACMs by batch in large urban areas. Some studies have employed an advanced analyzer with high accuracy [17]. However, in actuality, the preliminary analysis of asbestos content in construction materials from demolition work is not being conducted in many cases in Japan. Currently, one of the major sorting methods at intermediate treatment facilities for CDW is manual sorting with visual observation. Therefore, estimation of the separation efficiency by visual observation should be conducted first, followed by consideration of the adoption of analytical instruments with high accuracy.

The authors previously investigated the separation efficiency of ACM from CDW particles by adopting the method of determination by visual observation with a loupe (DVL) [18]. A long time was required to examine the entire surface of a CDW particle. However, because most of the asbestos fibers were uniformly exposed on the cross section, the authors found that high separation efficiency could be achieved by DVL of only half of the particle cross section, i.e., observation time could be shortened [19]. However, even though DVL was carried out on half of the cross section, there was no change in the time required for visual observation and sorting because all of the particles had to be observed with a loupe.

CDW particles sorted by DVL were characterized by visual
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appearance. Particles determined as ACM had surfaces with compacted fibers and fibers exposed on the cross section. Particles determined as non-ACM consisted of heavy concrete or brick. Furthermore, there were some groups of CDW particles that had the same appearance, i.e., which appeared like the particles were derived from the same construction materials. For example, there were groups of gray corrugated sheets, brown brick, and concrete with white paint. Even though visual observation of fibers exposed on the cross section requires skill, grouping particles by visual appearance is very easy. For example, even if gray corrugated sheets and brown bricks are mixed, we can identify the particles at a glance and sort them manually in a short time. This suggests that the separation time of ACM from piles of CDW could be shortened by grouping by visual appearance (GVA) rather than DVL of individual particles.

In this study, the separation efficiency and the sorting time of CDW particles by GVA were determined. Using the results, in the case that the separation efficiency by GVA in this study was equivalent to that by DVL in the previous study, the reduction of sorting time by GVA was evaluated.

Theory and Methods
Determination and sorting of asbestos-containing material

In this study, a material is thought to contain asbestos if its asbestos content is >0.1 w%. ACM has to undergo special treatment prior to recycling or final disposal, as mentioned above. If ACM is present in CDW and the asbestos content in CDW is >0.1 w%, the whole CDW is regarded as ACM. However, because it is impossible to treat large amounts of CDW as ACM, it is necessary to convert CDW into non-ACM by removing ACM. Furthermore, concentrating non-ACM promotes recycling of CDW.

Therefore, we considered ACM sorting in this study. Specifically, a CDW particle (called CDWP hereinafter) is selected and determined by visual observation as ACM or non-ACM. When the entire CDW has been sorted, a pile of CDWPs presumed to be ACM (ACMd: where “d” means “determined”) and a pile of CDWPs presumed to be non-ACM (non-ACMd) will be made (Figure 1). Because ACMd and non-ACMd are determined by visual observation, human error is expected. From the point of view of separation efficiency, high-accuracy sorting of both ACMd and non-ACMd and a short sorting time are required.

Separation efficiency, recovery rate, and asbestos content

In regard to the determination of CDWP by visual observation, the determination as ACMd is considered “positive” (in the same way, the determination as non-ACMd is considered “negative”) in this study. The total weights of truly ACM and non-ACM particles in CDWPs are called At and Nt (t: truly A or N), respectively. After sorting by visual observation, particles determined as ACMd and non-ACMd are called Ad and Nd, respectively (d: determined). Because determination by visual observation naturally contains error, Ad consists of At and Nt, i.e., contains both AtAd (determined as ACMd correctly) and NtAd (determined as ACMd regardless of truly non-ACM: false positive). In the same way, Nd consists of both AtNd (determined as non-ACMd regardless of truly ACM: false negative) and NtNd (determined as non-ACMd correctly). Therefore,

\[
At = AtAd + AtNd
\]
\[
Nt = NtNd + NtAd
\]

After sorting:

Pile determined as positive Ad = AtAd + NtAd

Pile determined as negative Nd = AtNd + NtNd

When the weight proportions of At and Nt to total CDWP’s weight are defined as WA and WN, respectively:

\[
WA = At / (At + Nt)
\]
\[
WN = Nt / (At + Nt)
\]

The rate of false negative determined from the positive sample group, i.e., false negative rate EA:

\[
EA = AtNd / At
\]

The rate of false positive determined from the negative sample group, i.e., false positive rate EN:

\[
EN = NtAd / Nt
\]
Therefore,

\[ \text{AtNd} = \text{At} \cdot \text{EA} \]  
\[ \text{AtAd} = \text{At} \cdot (1 - \text{EA}) \]  
\[ \text{NtNd} = \text{Nt} \cdot (1 - \text{EN}) \]  
\[ \text{NtAd} = \text{Nt} \cdot \text{EN} \]

When we discuss the separation efficiency, not only the recovery rate of AtAd from At, but also the rate of AtNd contaminating Nd should be evaluated in order to avoid contaminating Nd with AtNd. Therefore, we consider Newton's separation efficiency, which can evaluate both rates.

\[
\text{Newton's separation efficiency} = \frac{\text{AtAd}}{\text{At} + \frac{\text{NtNd}}{\text{Nt}} - 1} \\
= \frac{(\text{At} - \text{AtNd})}{\text{At} + (\text{Nt} - \text{NtAd})} - 1 \\
= 1 - \frac{\text{NtAd}}{\text{Nt}} - \frac{\text{AtNd}}{\text{At}} \\
= 1 - \frac{\text{EN}}{\text{At} - \text{EA}} \\
= 1 - \frac{\text{EN}}{\text{At} - \text{EA}} \tag{13}
\]

The recovery rates from At and Nt are defined as RA and RN, respectively:

\[
\text{RA} = \frac{\text{AtAd}}{\text{At}} = 1 - \text{EA} \tag{14} \\
\text{RN} = \frac{\text{NtNd}}{\text{Nt}} = 1 - \text{EN} \tag{15}
\]

When asbestos contents in At and Nt are defined as CA and CN, respectively, asbestos contents in Ad and Nd after sorting are called CAd and CNd:

\[
\text{CAd} = \frac{(\text{AtAd} \cdot \text{CA} + \text{NtAd} \cdot \text{CN})}{\text{Ad}} \tag{16} \\
\text{CNd} = \frac{(\text{AtNd} \cdot \text{CA} + \text{NtNd} \cdot \text{CN})}{\text{Nd}} \tag{17}
\]

When \( CN = 0 \), Equation (17) can be simplified:

\[
\text{CNd} = \frac{\text{AtNd} \cdot \text{CA}}{\text{Nd}} \tag{18}
\]

When the ratio of asbestos content CNd after sorting to original content CA is defined as content ratio RC:

\[
\text{RC} = \frac{\text{CNd}}{\text{CA}} = \frac{\text{AtNd}}{\text{Nd}} = \frac{\text{At} \cdot \text{EA}}{\text{Nd}} = \text{EA} \cdot (1 / \text{WA} - 1) \tag{19}
\]

\[
\text{CNd} = \text{RC} \cdot \text{CA} \tag{20}
\]

After we obtain RC, CNd can be calculated by assuming CA in Equation (20). The unit of RC is dimensionless. The units of CA and CNd are the same and optional, i.e., % or dimensionless. Figure 1 shows the compositions of At and Nt before sorting, and Ad and Nd after sorting.

When the sorting times are defined as \( tg \) (h/t) by GVA and \( tl \) (h/t) by DVL:

\[
\text{tg} = \frac{\text{standard sorting time (s/p) \cdot number of CDWPs (p/t)}}{60} \tag{21} \\
\text{tl} = \left( \frac{\text{standard observation time (s/cm^2) \cdot observation area (cm^2/p) + shifting time (s/p)}}{60} \right) \cdot \text{number of CDWPs (p/t)} \tag{22}
\]

According to the authors' research [18], the standard observation time and the shifting time for DVL were 1.7 s/cm\(^2\) and 1 s/p, respectively.

**Facilities and waste samples**

Waste samples were collected from an intermediate treatment facility in Japan where CDW was crushed and recyclable materials were recovered. The treatment flows at the demolition sites and the intermediate treatment facility are shown in Figure 2. Presorted ACMs were bagged (X) at demolition sites. Other waste construction materials, i.e., non-ACMs, were manually presorted into recyclable
materials (e.g., stones and metals) and mixtures of other materials (hereinafter, "mixture"). The bagged ACMs (X), the recyclable materials, and the mixture were transported to the intermediate treatment facility. The bagged ACMs (X) were stored and brought to a landfill site. The mixture was manually presorted into recyclable materials and other residues. The residues were sieved through a 40 mm mesh vibrating sieve. Particles that remained on the sieve (Y) were recycled or deposited at a landfill site, and fine particles that passed through the sieve were also deposited at a landfill site. X and Y were collected. Only sheetlike particles were collected from Y. However, there were few particles other than the sheetlike particles on the sieve. We thought that large particles were presorted into recyclable materials as stones, bricks, or blocks before sieving.

X and Y were mixed and 225 particles were sampled randomly. Dust on the particles was brushed off and the particles were washed with tap water. Then, the particles were numbered using an oil-based marking pen. A portion of the 225 particles were used in previous research [18,19] and the other 127 CDW particles (hereinafter, referred to as "CDWP") were used in this study.

Sample characteristics

The dimensions (i.e., shortest, medium, and longest sides) and weight of CDWP were measured.

Experimental methods

Main points for determination of ACMd by visual appearance:
ACMds were identified and sorted from CDWPs as follows: first, texture-like fibers compacted on the surface of CDWP were identified and then, fibers having the characteristics of asbestos on the cross section were identified, i.e., the asbestos fibers should be fascicular and non-uniform [18] (Figure 3). Therefore, an independent and uniform fiber (e.g., cotton or glass wool) is not asbestos (Figure 4).

Procedure for GVA: The results of GVA experiment conducted by several experimenters were required to calculate the separation efficiency of CDWP. Therefore, a GVA experiment was conducted with five experimenters. The experimenters were in their twenties and did not have any knowledge of the determination of ACM. The authors showed typical ACM characteristics and the above individual characteristics of asbestos fiber by using photographs for approximately 10 minutes. After that, the GVA experiment was performed as follows.

CDWPs in a tray were sorted into several groups according to visual appearance, such as surface texture, color, and fibers exposed on surface, as observed with the naked eye without a loupe. After that, the experimenters declared the group as ACMd, i.e., they sorted CDWPs into ACMd and other (non-ACM). For the group regarded as ACMd, the authors allowed the experimenters to confirm the typical characteristics of asbestos fiber. The total times for sorting and declaration were measured. After that, each sample number and its sorted group were recorded. All sorted CDWPs were re-mixed in the tray and another experimenter conducted the GVA experiment.

Asbestos content

Asbestos content in CDWP was measured after GVA experiment. The target minerals for measurement were chrysotile, amosite, crocidolite, tremolite, actinolite, and anthophyllite. Qualitative and quantitative analyses were conducted by transmission electron microscopy (EPA600/R-93/116) and the minimum determination limit was 0.1 w%.

Experimental Results

Sample characteristics

The longest, medium, and shortest sides of a particle were 6.2 cm, 4.0 cm, and 1.2 cm on average, respectively, and the average weight was 66.6 g (n=127).

Asbestos content

The number of samples in which asbestos content was <0.1 w% (non-ACMs) was 89. The number of samples in which asbestos content was >0.1 w% (ACMs) was 38, and the minimum, average, and maximum contents were 7.0 w%, 12 w%, and 20 w%, respectively. ACMs were composed of 27 particles from X and 11 from Y. Therefore, ACMs consisted of not only typical ACMs presorted at demolition sites (X), but also ACMs contaminating mixture (Y) (Figure 2). Chrysotile was detected in all of the 38 ACM samples, whereas crocidolite was detected in only one sample (4.0% of crocidolite, 10.0% of chrysotile). Amosite, tremolite, actinolite, and anthophyllite were not detected. By measuring asbestos content after GVA examination, each numbered
CDWP was finally identified as positive or negative. Photographs of particles determined as correctly positive (ACM) are shown in Figure 5. The names of construction material appearing on baggage X were Japanese product names of fiber-reinforced cement boards. Photographs of particles determined as correctly negative (non-ACM) are shown in Figure 6. Concrete, concrete with tile, concrete with white paint, and brick were typical examples.

![Calcium silicate board](image1)

![Corrugated asbestos sheets](image2)

**Note:** *The name of construction material appears on the baggage*

**Figure 5:** Particles determined as correctly positive (ACM).

![Concrete](image3)

![Concrete with tile](image4)

![Brick](image5)

![Concrete with white paint](image6)

**Figure 6:** Particles determined as correctly negative (non-ACM).
False-positive/negative rates and separation efficiency by GVA

False-positive rate EN, false-negative rate EA, and Newton’s separation efficiency obtained by GVA are shown in Table 1. The averages of EN, EA, and Newton’s separation efficiency were 0.02, 0.02, and 0.96, respectively. All ENs determined by the five experimenters were 0.022 and EAs ranged from 0 to 0.034. The average sorting time of 127 particles was 175.6 s, i.e., the standard sorting time was 1.4 s/p (Table 1).

Discussion

Characteristics of CDWP determined erroneously

Two samples were determined as false positive (Figure 7). The samples had texture-like fibers compacted on the surface. Three samples were determined as false negative (Figure 8), and white paint was a common characteristic. From the point of view of ACM diffusion prevention, false negative in particular could be a problem. If ACMs were painted or ornamented and there were similar CDWP in non-ACMds, the ACMs could be erroneously determined as non-ACM.

Separation efficiency and sorting time

With the average size obtained in section 4.1, the standard shape of CDWP was assumed as a disk consisting of an ellipse that had the longest (6.2 cm) and medium sides (4.0 cm), and the shortest side (1.2 cm) as thickness, and its weight was 66.6 g (Figure 9). Therefore, ellipse area was 21.3 cm², disk volume was 28.3 cm³, cross-sectional area was 20.6 cm², and density was 2.4 g/cm³. Hereinafter, the similar shape of disks was assumed even if the size of assumed CDWP changed (Figure 10).

We discuss separation efficiency and sorting time as follows. 1 t of CDWP having uniform, standard shape (longest side and weight are 6.2 cm and 66.6 g/p, respectively) is assumed, i.e., particle number is 15000 p/t. Although the assumed CDWP size is optional, the size is assumed because the separation efficiency and sorting time are dependent on particle size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Experimenter No.</th>
<th>Ave.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EN</td>
<td>0.022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EA</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NSE*</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: False positive/negative rates and separation efficiency by GVA.

![Figure 7: Particles determined as false positive, a: 5 / 5, b: 5 / 5 (error/expiriment number).](image)

![Figure 8: Particles determined as false negative, c: 1 / 5, d: 4 / 5, e: 2 / 5 (error/expiriment number).](image)

![Figure 9: Assumed standard shape of CDWP.](image)
In regard to GVA, Newton’s separation efficiency and standard sorting time were 0.96 and 1.4 s/p as mentioned above, i.e., the required sorting time was 1.4 s/p · 15000 p/t = 5.8 h/t.

We discuss DVL as follows. Using the same samples as those in this study, the authors previously investigated the distribution of asbestos fiber bundles exposed on the cross section of CDWPs [19]. The cross section was divided into 12 parts, and the number of fiber bundles was counted in each section, i.e., the distribution of fiber bundles was obtained. From the results, false-negative and false-positive rates were calculated when observation was carried out on some sections of the cross sections. Fiber bundles were assumed to be exposed on m sections of the 12 sections, i.e., not exposed on 12 – m sections. In the observation on k sections of the 12 sections, the number of combinations was 12Ck. The number of combinations in which fiber bundles were found on any k sections was 12Ck when k > (12 – m), or 12Ck – (12–m)Ck when k ≤ (12 – m). False-positive results were obtained when a particle had some fiber bundles (non-asbestos or asbestos fiber) regardless of non-ACMd and some sections having fiber bundles were observed, i.e., false-positive rate EN was 1 when k > (12 – m), or 1 – (12–m)Ck / 12Ck when k ≤ (12 – m). False-negative results were obtained when some sections without fiber bundles were observed, i.e., false-negative rate EA was 0 when k > (12 – m), or (12–m)Ck / 12Ck when k ≤ (12 – m). Although only 12 and 6 of the 12 sections were discussed in the previous study [19], false-positive and false-negative rates of all section numbers (from 1 to 12) were calculated in this study.

Next, section number was converted into area for easy understanding of the observed size with a loupe. Assuming the standard shape of CDWP, area per unit section (1.7 cm²) was calculated, and section number (from 1 to 12) was converted into area (from 1.7 to 21 cm²). For example, the area of the 12 sections of the standard shape of CDWP was 20.6 cm², and that of the 6 sections was half that value, i.e., 10.3 cm². In addition, assuming that fiber bundles exposed on cross section were presented uniformly regardless of CDWP size, the relationship between observation area of CDWP and separation efficiency could be discussed.

In regard to DVL, Newton’s separation efficiency was 0.90 for 1.7 cm² observation, and more than 0.97 for > 5.1 cm² observation. The reason was that the false-negative rate EA significantly decreased (asbestos fiber bundles were found) and observation area increased, even though the false-positive rate EN increased (sparse fiber bundles were found). Sorting time increased linearly with observation area (Equation (22)), i.e., 16 h/t for 1.7 cm², 41 h/t for 5.1 cm², and 150 h/t for 20.6 cm² observation.

Separation efficiencies and sorting times by GVA and DVL are shown in Figure 10. Newton’s separation efficiency by GVA (0.96) was equivalent to that by DVL for 5.1 cm² observation. Sorting time of 5.8 h/t by GVA was 1/7 of that by DVL (41 h/t). In this way, sorting time was shortened by GVA rather than DVL under the condition of equivalent separation efficiency.

Asbestos contents after sorting and recovery rates

Asbestos content ratios RCs after sorting are shown in Figure 11. According to Equation (19), RC is dependent on WA, i.e., the weight proportion of At. When WA increases, ACM contamination ratio in non-ACMd increases, i.e., RC also increases. In the following, WA is assumed to be 0.20. RC for GVA is 0.0040. RC for DVL changes depending on the observation area. When observation area increases, false-negative rate (contamination of ACM in non-ACMd) EA decreases, i.e., RC also decreases (Equation (19)). RCs are 0.024 for 1.7 cm² observation and 0.0093 for 3.4 cm² observation. Therefore, assuming 10% of CA (original asbestos content in ACM), CNds (asbestos content in Nd after sorting) is 0.24% for 1.7 cm² observation and 0.093% for 3.4 cm² observation (Equation (20)), i.e., asbestos content in non-ACMd for 1.7 cm² observation exceeds the standard value of 0.1%. RC of 0.0040 for GVA is equivalent to RC of 0.0044 for DVL for 5.1 cm² observation. Assuming 10% of CA, CNd is 0.04%, i.e., below the standard value.

The recovery rate RA of ACM is 0.98 for GVA (Figure 12). In regard to DVL, when observation area increases, false-negative rate EA decreases, i.e., RA also increases (Equation (14)). RA of 0.98 for GVA is equivalent to RA for DVL for 5.1 cm² observation.

Relationship between particle size and sorting time

The relationship between particle size and sorting time is shown in Figure 13. Particle weight was calculated as follows. At first, a disk-
In this study, the applicability of ACM separation from CDW by GVA was shown. However, the authors do not recommend that CDW be regarded as non-ACMd for subsequent treatment and recycling without performing any standard tests. Piles of non-ACMds should be subjected to some kind of standard test for asbestos content. The results of this study should be limited to the discussion of GVA’s superior speed and efficiency in CDW separation. Based on the results of this study, aiming to avoid diffusion of asbestos-containing waste, the authors suggest that grouping by visual appearance as the primary sorting step is effective to reduce sorting time when CDW from disaster waste or unknown origin has to be sorted.

**Conclusion**

Separation efficiency and sorting time of CDW particles by GVA were determined. In the case that separation efficiency by GVA in this study was equivalent to that by DVL in the previous study, the reduction of sorting time by GVA was evaluated. The main findings were as follows:

The averages of false-positive rate EN, false-negative rate EA, Newton’s separation efficiency, and standard sorting time for GVA were 0.02, 0.02, 0.96, and 1.4 s/p. CDWP erroneously determined as ACMd by GVA had texture-like fibers compacted on the surface. On the other hand, the reason why non-ACMd was erroneously determined could be that ACMs were painted or ornamented and there were similar CDWP in non-ACMds. Newton’s separation efficiency (0.96), asbestos content ratio RC, and recovery rate RA for GVA were equivalent to those for DVL for 5.1 cm² observation. Sorting time by GVA was 1/7 of that by DVL. Sorting time could be shortened by GVA compared with that by DVL under the condition of equivalent separation efficiency. In order to reduce sorting time per worker to less than 1 h/t, only CDWPs having particle size exceeding 12 cm for GVA, or 20 cm for DVL for 5.1 cm² observation should be subjected to sorting.

In this study, the applicability of ACM separation from CDW by GVA was shown. Aiming to avoid diffusion of asbestos-containing waste, the authors suggest that grouping by visual appearance as the primary sorting step is effective to reduce sorting time when CDW from disaster waste or unknown origin has to be sorted.
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